This work studies the usage of well-known smoothed total variation regularization for solving an atmospheric tomography problem named as GPS-tomography in some quasi-Newton methods. That is we solve an unconstrained, convex, smooth minimization problem associated with a general type Tikhonov functional containing smoothed form of total variation penalty term by quasi-Newton methods. As a result of the conducted experiments, on the basis of error analysis i.e. convergence analysis, it is concluded that the limited memory BFGS algorithm with trust region is the most effective algorithm in terms obtaining a reasonable optimum solution.
Introduction
One important predictor in meteorology is the humidity of the atmosphere. This is estimated by fan-beam measurements between satellite transmitters and landbased receivers. The measurements are sparse and fluctuate randomly with receiver availability. The task is to reconstruct from these measurements the 3-dimensional, spatially varying index of refraction of the atmosphere, from which the relative humidity can be inferred.
GPS-tomography involves the reconstruction of some quantity, pointwise within a volume (e.g. humidity) from geodesic X-ray measurements transmitted by nonuniformly distributed transducers (satellites). These measurements are collected by nonuniformly distributed receivers on the ground (ground stations). As with conventional tomography, the task here is the reconstruction of the density volume profile of a layer in the atmosphere from a set of line integrals. Function reconstruction from its measured line integrals was firstly proposed and solved in [36] . Profound mathematical and numerical aspects of the computerized tomography have been studied in [29, 31] . Measurement from the Radon transform is obtained by integrating some integrable function over the hyperplanes in R N . The ray transform, on the other hand, produces measurement by integrating the function over straight lines. It is known that in the two dimensional tomography, general Radon and ray transformations coincide, [31, p. 17] .
In the discretized form of the problem, it is assumed that each station receives equal number of signals transmitted by the satellites. Also for the sake of simplicity, we ignore any deviations from the shortest path between transmitters and receivers due to atmospheric refractivity. The received signal is then modelled as a line integral along the shortest path between the satellites and the ground stations.
Peculiar to this problem, reconstructions by Kalman filtering and ART have been widely applied, [4, 27, 35, 46] . Different from these conventional numerical reconstruction methods, we propose a quasi-Newton approach. One of the effective quasi-Newton methods is limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS) algorithm which is particularly suggested by this work. The L-BFGS algorithm has been also applied for atmospheric imaging wherby the forward problem has been modelled as a phase retrieval problem, see [43] . We, on the other hand, consider the forward model as a linear atmospheric transmission problem which is a straight line approximation. This means that despite the refractivity in the microwave signals while traversing the troposphere layer of the atmosphere, we ignore attenuation. The unknown function is denoted by ϕ which is assumed to be in the class of some reflexive Banach space V = L p (Ω), for 1 ≤ p ≤ d/(d − 1) where d = 3 since this work focuses on three dimensional reconstruction. The measured noisy data is assumed to be in the class of some Hilbert space H. We, then, seek the minimizer for some general Tikhonov objective functional given in the form of
subsection, although it does not completely overlap the reality, we will model the physical problem with the geometrical assumption of compact support. Firstly, just by the nature of the physical problem, ϕ is not a constant function and contains smooth intensity. Formulation of the simulated profile is presented in Subsection 3.2. Since this work solely aims to provide empirical results for a large scale application problem by some well-known optimizatin and regularization strategies, we will not state any theoretical result. However, still as a duty of any inverse problem research work, formal assumptional statemens on compact support must be made that uniqueness principle is verifiable. Let (ρ s , σ s ) be the polar angles of the station s as inclination and azimuth respectively. Then in spherical coordinates, the location of any station s is given by 
where the inclination and the azimuth of the signal path according to the surface are denoted by (ρ r + ρ s , σ r + σ s ) = (ρ,σ), see Figure 1 for this angular parameterization. Let g be some Lipschitz continuous function with its Lipschitz constant L g ∈ R + for the surface of the earth,
and denote by G the graph of the surface function g
A ground station s is a set of points in R 3 located on earth with the coordinate points (x s , y s , z s ), 5) and likewise emitters e that are all located at the same altitude h ∞ is also set of points in R 3 , e := {(x e , y e , z e ) | (x e , y e ) ∈ [0, S] × [0, P ] and z e = h ∞ }.
(1.6)
Our area of interest is a compact subdomain, i.e. Ω ⊂ Ω o ,
Obviously, the definitions in (1.4) and (1.7) both imply G ⊂ Ω o .
Since we consider our network as straight line approximation, that is we do not include attenuation, we model each signal path as a ray in R 3 . There can be formulated a linear parameter function t : R → R, t( ) := sin (ρ) , such that a ray in R 3 starting from the station s in the direction θ ∈ S 2 is defined by
Here, in fact, γ is the minimal path between any two points in R 3 . So, a microwave signal takes the least time T with speed c along this path
where n is index of refraction. The linear relation between the refractivity profile N and the refractive index n is expressed by N = 10 6 (n − 1), [4, 27, 46] . Thus, if one chooses the refractivity profile as the frame of reference, then (1.9) reads
To obtain measurement f, we apply fan-beam projection operator along the ray γ [s, θ] on some density profile defined by ϕ := 1 c (10
. The unknown density function ϕ : Ω → R is assumed to be integrable and, by convention, vanishes outside the area of interest Ω. This is explained by introducing a step function as such
Physically, there exist many rays in various directions θ ∈ S 2 . However, the measured data can only be obtained through the rays which do not have empty intersection with the area of interest Ω. Let Z be the domain of the integrated measurement which is the function of station s and directional vector θ. Denote by
the set of intercepted directions where the domain of the integrated measurement through one ray γ [s, θ] can be presented by
(1.14)
By (1.14), one must understand that the slope of the ray cannot be larger than the elevation angleρ. Furthermore, rays that are parallel to the surface are not taken into account for the measurement. There could also be rays that do not intersect with the area of interest Ω. Therefore, we are only interested in the rays that have no empty intersection with Ω,
Then, in fact, the measured data f (s, θ) is obtained only for θ ∈ S s . Note that S s ⊂ S 2 , which is the partial information case. Thus collection of the measurement operation, in light of fan-beam projection principle, is formulated by
(1.15) Also, with the angular parameterization introduced above, we then have Figure 2 . In the continuum form, we use ray transform in the direction θ(ρ,σ) ∈ S s for any angle pairs (ρ,σ), on the density function ϕ :
, with | θ| = 1.
(1.17)
The representation (1.16) is comparable with its nonlinear counterpart in [40, Eq.
( 1.3)]. So as a linear operator equation, we have T ϕ = f where T represents the line integration operating on the density profile ϕ to obtain measurement f.
Minimization Problem, Existence and Uniqueness of the Regularized Solution
It has been conveyed that the use of T V promotes sparsity of the gradient, [5] . In our numerical illustrations, we have simulated a data with smooth intensity, see Subsection 3.2. The weak formulation of TV of some function ϕ defined over the compact domain Ω is given below.
.64] Over the compact domain Ω, total variation of a function T V (ϕ, Ω) is defined in the weak sense as follows , Total variation type regularization targets the reconstruction of bounded variation (BV) class of functions that are defined by
endowed with the norm
BV function spaces are Banach spaces, [44] . By the result in [1, Theorem 2.1], it is known that one can arrive, with a proper choice of Φ ∈ C 1 c (Ω), in the following from (2.1),
where 0 < β < 1 is fixed and the classical Euclidean norm is denoted by | · |. We also refer [6, 8, 14, 37, 45] where the smoothed form of (2.4) has appeared. With this theoretical motivation having stated, we are tasked with constructing the regularized solution ϕ δ α over some compact and convex domain Ω ⊂ R 3 by solving the following smooth, unconstrained, minimization problem,
with its regularization parameter α > 0 and for the penalty term J
It is the obvious property of the chosen penalty term that J TV β ∈ C ∞ (V). Existence and uniqueness of the solution ϕ δ α for the problem (2.5) has been studied extensively in [1] . By the given facts of our forward operator, one of which is that there could be rays with empty intersection, it can be stated that
This implies the BV coercivity of the objective functional F α from which the existence of the regularized solution is guaranteed. Uniqueness of the solution is simply the consequence of the strict convexity F α which is implied by the injectivity of the forward operator T .
Discretized Form of the Minimization Problem and the Toy Model Setup
In the computerized environment we always work with finite dimensional setup, thus we only collect discrete data. So, we now introduce our tomographic application and the minimization problems with their components in the finite dimension. We consider , 15] and the meshsize ∆ x = 1/(N − 1) with some determined mesh point number N ∈ N for any point x = (x, y, z) ∈ Ω ⊂ R 3 . Note that, here h ∞ = 15 according to (1.16) . Within our compact domain Ω ⊂ R 3 , we then generate a point-to-point discretization by starting from some point x i−1 ∈ Ω ⊂ R 3 and iterating onward as such
In our experiments, we have developed N x = N y = N z = 30 nodes. In the toy model, the speed of light is taken as c = 1, see (1.9), in order to be able to measure the propagation of the light beams in space instead of in time. Recall from the Section 1.1 by (1.16) that the electromagnetic signals with the angles (ρ r , σ r ) arrive in any receiver s with the polar angles (ρ s , σ s ) in various directions θ ∈ S 2 . So the ray path in R 3 is the set
and the integral transformation that is used for data collection
The full path of the signal is the sum of the paths in the intercepted grid nodes. The model can be interpreted as a system of linear equations. Let us denote the discretized integration by T. With additive white Gaussian noise model vector z j ∼ N (0, 1) (cf.
[22]) and some known noise level δ, we produce measurement vector by
where j = 1, 2, · · · S, S is the total number of signal paths from all visible satellites in the network at a fixed time instant, N is the total number of grid nodes, w i,j is the length of j th ray passing through the node i, the ϕ i is interpreted as the density of the corresponding ith node, [27] .
The parameter function t( ) = sin (ρ) in (3.1) permits one to determine the points along each signal for any ∈ [z s , h ∞ ] where h ∞ is the upper boundary of the medium as well as the line integral in (1.16), see Figure 2 .
Regarding the discretized form of our minimization problem (2.5) with its components, we are provided with the compact forward operator T : R N → R M and the measurement vector f δ ∈ R M . With this information, our cost functional is then F α (ϕ, f δ ) : R M ×N → R + , and we seek for the optimum solution to the problem
Since we have focused on the smoothed form of the total variation regularization in our analysis, we then define the smooth-TV penalty by
where the smoothing functional Γ β (Φ) := |Φ| 2 + β for some fixed β ∈ (0, 1) and the discretized spatial derivatives according to the central difference form
The optimum solution ϕ ν α must satisfy the first optimality condition. That is
Empirical convergence analysis
Recall that we aim to obtain approximate regularized solution by solving the unconstrained, smooth minimization problem Thus, we must observe sufficient decay in the following components that we can claim the optimum solution as a result of any algorithm;
• F (ϕ It is expected from the chosen regularization strategy that this strategy must produce a reliable regularized minimizer ϕ δ α . This reliability is tested in the framework of convergence concept. In order to be able to speak about the convergence of the regularized minimizer (the solution) ϕ parameter has been studied and established well, see [15] , [21] , [23] for the details. This convergence is also known as the total error and is defined by
From this presentation, one must expect from the numerical experiments that the most reliable solution will be provided by the algorithm which gives the least total error value during the iteration. Aside from the convergence analysis in the pre-image space, we will also focus on the convergence in the image space by analysing the discrepancy between T ϕ δ α and the measured data f δ , i.e. ||T ϕ
According to wellknown Morozov's discrepancy principle (MDP), one must define a rule for the choice of the regularization parameter in a way such that the following, with some fixed 1 < τ ≤ τ < ∞,
must hold. Our tests do not involve any implementation of the discrepancy principle. However, it is still in the expectations of our tests that after some some number of iteration steps, the convergence rate ||T ϕ 
The synthetic profile
The atmospheric physical facts behind the refractivity profile of humidity fields can be found in [24, 35] . The vertical profile of the refractivity ϕ can be approximated by an exponential function, (cf. [35, Eq. (17) ]), with the empirically determined scale height parameters H 1c and H 2c ,
Linear functions of x and y would introduce gradients along these axes. Periodical variations are modelled to define horizontal profile, 8) where ∆ x = x max − x min and ∆ y = y max − y min , N 1 and N 2 are the amplitudes of the periodic variations, µ x and µ x are the corresponding frequencies which are normalized to the x and y intervals. Combining everything one gets a three dimensional refractivity field with number of parameters 
On the implementation of the forward operator
Thorough implementation and inversion of geodesic X-ray transform has been studied in [28] . Here, we focus on the linearized form of that regarding general implementation.
In the computerized environment, we are only capable of implementing discretized integration which has been introduced in (3.2). In our implementation, this discretized integration is carried on according to nearest neighbor search, or closest point search, principle. To this end, discretization of each ray γ is necessary. Owing to the parameter function t( ) = sin(ρ) , where ∈ [z s , h ∞ ], we are able to discretize γ, see (1.8). For one ray, this discretization is illustrated in Figure 6 whereby blue stars denote the mesh points of the signal path γ and the red circles are for the nearest points to the corresponding mesh point of γ. Discretized line integration is carried on along those red circles. The implemented integration procedure seeks the nearest point to the corresponding interior point of γ on the horizontal layer. By the nearest point, we mean the closest grid point of the area of interest Ω to the interior point of the corresponding ray. This procedure can be described mathematically as such; For any index k ∈ {i, i+1} where i = 1, · · · , N −1, denote by x k any grid point of our simulated area of interest Ω ⊂ R 3 . Interior point of any ray γ [s, θ] is denoted by γ l for l = 1, · · · , m, where m is the number of the interior points. Then, we seek the closest point x k ∈ Ω to the interior point γ l ∈ γ [s, θ] according to the finite dimensional maximum norm by
The pointwise density value at the corresponding point
Eventually, the true measurement vector f † j for the corresponding ray is calculated by
(3.11)
Numerical Results and Review on the Algorithms
Since application of smooth TV is a new regularization strategy for this particular problem, it is expected to obtain some reasonable reconstruction. We will also realize usual facts in regularization theory. Firstly, this problem can also be interpreted as another sparse reconstruction. Therefore, measurement number (number of the signal) will impact on the convergence rate in the pre-image space. We will demonstrate this by the relative error value of the reconstruction. Secondly, as well known by the usual regularization theory for the inverse ill-posed problems [15] , noise amount defined in the image space will also have impact on the convergence rate in the pre-image space. This latter case will also be demonstrated by visualizing the relative error value of the reconstruction.
Quasi-Newton Methods
Much of the technical and scientific details of this section can be found in [26, 32] . With a positive definite symmetric approximate Hessian H ν α and properly chosen step-length 
Lagged Diffusivitiy Fixed Point Iteration -(LDFP)
The favourite regularization strategy of this work is TV regularization. Therefore, we would like to begin with one of the simplest algorithms to illustrate our regularized solution. LDFP, [44, 45] , is also in the class of quasi-Newton search direction algorithm. Since the Fréchet differentiable functional F α (ϕ, f δ ) is defined by
then LDFP is given by the following scheme,
where,
Comparison between (4.2) and (4.1) yields that in the LDFP scheme the step-length η = 1, and the approximate Hessian is defined by
Direct implementation of the scheme (4.2) would still be a costly iteration procedure since L(ϕ) is highly nonlinear. Then, according to [44, Algorithm 8.2.3] , the update ϕ ν+1 α is produced after the following linearization steps;
LDFP algorithm with smooth-TV penalty: In our experiments, we use usual CGNE for solving the inner system H ν α s ν = g ν , see [20] . In the Figure 7 , we present the numerical results of LDFP algorithm per different number of the measurements. We run the algorithm only for 30 iteration steps to understand its behaviour. Reconstructions that are the results of LDFP algorithm per different number of measurements are presented in Figure 8 .
Quasi-Newton method for large-scale problems
The quasi-Newton methods cannot be directly applicable to large optimization problems because their approximations to the Hessian or its inverse are usually dense. The storage and computational requirements grow in proportion to N 2 , and become excessive for large N. In order to overcome this difficulty, limited-memory quasi-Newton methods have been introduced, [26, 32] . Here, we particularly focus on limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS) algorithm.
By applying a quasi-Newton method, finding the optimum solution to the minimization problem (2.5), amounts to solving secant equation given by where
. In (4.4), the matrix B ν+1 is a positive definite symmetric approximation to the true Hessian of the cost functional F α .
Here the aproximate Hessian H ν is updated by ,
with, 
L-BFGS with trust region
Robustness of L-BFGS algorithm is provided by trust regions, [13, p. 232 
The trust region is the set of all points, [11] ,
Trust-region subproblem with trust-region radius ∆ ν has been described well in [26, p. 94] .
We provide the optimized solution for our problem (2.5) from trust region L-BFGS algorithm by employing a novel reverse-communication large-scale nonlinear optimization software SAMSARA, [25] , [26, Subsection 5.2.3] . We demonstrate different solution per different measurement number, {1, 50, 100, 240, 360, 450}, in the figures 9, 10, 11, 12. It is observed better and more stable convergence rate in the pre-image space with the more measurement number in the image space. Furthermore, the figures 13 and 14 demonstrate convergence in the pre-image/image spaces with varying amount of noise, δ ∈ {20%, 10%, 5%, 2%, 0.1%, 0.005%, 0.001%}. As a common expectation from an inverse ill-posed problem, the less amount of noise in the image space provides better and stable convergence rates in the pre-image space. 
Further reconstructions by L-BFGS with quadratic penalty Term
As a concrete demonstration for the effectiveness of TV type reconstruction, we also seek approximate minimizer for the classical Tikhonov type functional with the quadratic term below,
with some given initial guess ϕ 0 . Here, we only present numerical results produced by SAMSARA, [25] , with quadratic Tikhonov type objective functional. Then the gradient step of the objective functional in (4.9) to be implemented is
We again run our tests with different number of measurements {1, 50, 100, 240, 360, 450} with sufficiently small amount of noise δ. Numerical convergence for each reconstruction is presented in Figure 15 . Each reconstruction is presented in Figure 16 . 
Conclusion and Future Prospects
Although this is a time dependent inverse problem, we have considered that we receive certain number of measurements at a fixed time instant. However, we still aim to observe expected degradation in the convergence rates in the pre-image space based on different number of the measurements and the noise amount. In conclusion, more observations in the image space imply better convergence rate in the pre-image space. As expected from any inverse ill-posed problems, it also has been observed that less amount of noise in the image space implies better convergence rate in the pre-image space.
Due to the physical property of the targeted medium, the actual task is reconstruction of some non-negative function ϕ : Ω ⊂ R 3 → R + . However, we have formulated an unconstrained, smooth, convex minimization problem (2.5). When the 
where J : V → R + is some appropriately chosen penalty term.
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